
Living with the Divine

Swami compares us who chase after worldly achievements to the street dogs 

chasing the cars.   Swami says when we stop the car, the chasing dog gives a 

quizzing look “why did you stop,… keep, moving so that I can keep chasing”.

Man’s life has been about chasing after worldly goals (Creations) and there is no 

end to it. Goals keep moving as there is no end to our cravings! We catch one 

and keep running after the next one. 

So, let’s turn our attention slightly away from the Creations to the Creator.  Let’s look 

through the eyes of the Creator and we may see different perspective and motive 

to the Creations.

In order to experience this view through the Creator’s eyes, we need to spend 

sometime sitting with him and contemplate on him. With this contemplation, the 

entire creation will be seen and experienced in a fresh perspective. 

One will see that the ever evolving creations are to be seen and admired for the 

marvel of the creator. There is great Joy in experiencing the Creation, than trying to 

own them or to be attached.



Living with GOD…
This is a big paradigm shift for an average human being.  We have always literally lived 
with the creations and we always will. Then, how do we live with GOD that has no form. 
GOD had taken various human forms from time to time and walked on this planet, drawing 
humans towards him. Why?  Contemplation begins… man starts to walk on a higher road, 
yet living with the rest of the creations.

Living with your Heart…
Man takes the high road, a walk from his head to his heart. He arrives at his Spiritual 
Heart.  Man sets off on this journey after being touched by the Grace of Divine 
who had appeared in Human form on this planet. When he arrives at his heart he 
realises, this is where Divine always resided.

Living with Unconditional Love…
As Man completes this journey which is at times tumultuous and sometimes blissful, 
he now enjoys more and more sitting with the Divine at the Spiritual Heart. 
Unconditional Love flows out slowly from his heart towards the rest of the creations. 
This is an act of God from within.

Living with Truth…
It dawns to him that all earlier impressions that were created on his own were the 
mere works of his own egocentric lower mind. All his opinions and judgments have 
changed over time. Anything that changes with time cannot be true.  
Then what is the Truth?  Something that never changes is the Truth. 
He finds that Truth is the Divine that sits in his Heart. It does not change with time.

Living with Sai…
He took a Human form and walked 
among us. He took each one of us by 
hand and made us to walk the High 
road. Like the footprints in the sand 
walking with us, he had guided us all 
along very quietly, teaching all the 
important lessons and making us stay 
on the High road. Our journey with Sai 
continues …


